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          I’m Terry Smith from gardentoolbox.co.uk, a professional landscape designer, hobbyist gardener, and barbecue fanatic with 20 years experience building and restoring. So as you go through my site you'll watch me document some of the professional garden installs I make as well as the major projects I take on at home. While sharing those experiences and guiding you, I'll be recommending some great tools I use to enable this along the way so you can really buy in confidence.
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                I had planned to get out in the garden and give you some pictures…
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              With the Covid-19 shift toward home working for office staff there has never been a…
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              Ivy is probably one of the most difficult and potentially damaging plants to your property.…
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              You’ve (and by you, I mean me :D) looked over at the neighbours lawn recently…
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              Exciting times. You're picking a new lawn mower but which is the best lawn mower…
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              Best pressure washer We've put together what can only be described as the single most…
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              As summer approaches and we get ready to enjoy that perfectly mowed lawn, new garden…
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              Overgrown grass and vegetation can be the stuff of nightmares. It’s not always easy to…
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            The battle between power cord and cordless tools rages on. In this best orbital sander…
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            I decided to team up with well known and respected Carpenter Brian turner (an expert…
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            I know no one can be bothered to think about the garden in January -…
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            This weekend I started thinking about ways to install a solar panel system. Making a…
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            Earlier this year I decided to install a fence on top of a wall using…
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            There's loads of ways to add a fence on top of a wall. I decided…
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